We dove deep into the ocean last week. We created a beautiful ocean mural spraying watercolors on a white sheet. At the art table we created glittery starfish and colorful seahorses. The Sun Bears enjoyed our ocean prop box which included diving masks, beach wear, shells, beach towels, and ocean animals. We read many ocean stories and sang songs, such as "Baby Shark," "Over the Deep Blue Sea," and "Slippery Fish!" We will continue our ocean unit this week.
On Tuesday we celebrated the 100th day of school. The children have been counting each day with craft sticks, gathering every 10 sticks into a “bundle.” Each week a different child is our 100 day helper who counts by tens and then ones. The Sun Bears brought collections of 100 items to school and proudly showed them to their classmates. Some of our special activities included: finding 100 hidden pennies in the classroom, making 100 Day crowns with 100 paint dots, and coloring a hundred chart. Our snack was a bagel in the shape of 100! It was a great celebration!

Coming up...

3/21-25/21 - Spring Break

Love, Colleen & Katie